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AudioBooksAfter spending the
summer at coding
camp, Allie Navarro is
excited to share the
app she built with her
friends, until it starts to
cause problems
between them.

Twelve-year-old Teddy
investigates when a
popular Texas zoo's
star attraction--Henry
the hippopotamus--is
murdered.

~ Stuart Gibbs

Click'd
~ Tamara Ireland Stone

Belly Up

for families

7 hours 30 minutes
Gr 4-8

6 hours | Gr 4-6

Front Desk
~ Kelly Yang
Recent immigrants from
China, Mia Tang's
parents take a job
managing a motel in
Southern California. The
owner, Mr. Yao exploits
them. Mia works the
front desk and tries to
cope -not to mention
being only one of two
Chinese in her fifth
grade class, the other
being Mr. Yao's son,
Jason.

6.5 hours | Gr 4 - 7

Ms Rapscott's Girls
~ Elise Primavera
At Great Rapscott School
for Girls of Busy Parents,
Ms. Rapscott teaches her
students How to Get Lost
on Purpose, resulting in a
series of fantastical
adventures that makes
each learn a little
something about
courage, strength,
bravery, and teamwork.

3 hours 30 minutes | Gr 3-6
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The Chicken Squad
~ Doreen Cronin
Dirt, Sweetie, Poppy, and
Sugar might be chicks,
but they sure aren't
chicken. It's up to them
to figure out what Tail,
the not-so-brave squirrel,
is so afraid of.

Timeless Tales of
Beatrix Potter: Peter
Rabbit and Friends
~ Beatrix Potter
Beatrix Potter's universe
of animals dressed in
human clothing has
taught and entertained
children for over a
century.

Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory

Piper Green and the
Fairy Tree

The One and Only
Shrek!

Paddington Takes
the Air
~ Michael Bond

~ William Steig

~ Roald Dahl~ Ellen Potter

Essential collection of
5 Steig classics
featuring everyone's
favorite ogre.

Willy Wonka's famous
chocolate factory is
opening at last! But
only five lucky children
will be allowed inside.

Three things you should
know about Piper Green:
1. She always says what’s
on her mind
2. She rides a lobster boat
to school.
3. There is a Fairy Tree in
her front yard.

Paddington visits the
dentist, decides to
become a detective,
and tries to repair the
neighbor's trousers.

Escape from Mr.
Lemoncello's Library

Skunk and Badger

The Terrible Two

The Lion of Mars
The Very Very Far North

~ Chris Grabenstein

~ Amy Timberlake

~ Mac Barnett

~ Jennifer L Holm
~ Dan Bar-el

Kyle gets to stay
overnight in the new
town library, with other
students, but finds that
come morning they
must solve puzzles in
order to escape.

Skunks should never,
ever be allowed to move
in. But Skunk is Badger's
new roommate.
Everything Badger
knows is upended. Tails
are flipped. The wrong
animal is sprayed. And
why-oh-why are there so
many chickens?

Miles quickly discovers
that Yawnee Valley
already has a prankster
-and a great one. If
Miles is going to take
the title from this
mystery kid, he'll have
to raise his game.

Bell has spent his whole
eleven years on Mars.
But he's still just a
regular kid-he loves
cats, any kind of cake,
and is curious about the
secrets the adults in the
US colony are keeping.

As Duane, a polar bear,
explores his new home
he makes friends with
the wide variety of
creatures he encounters,
despite their varied
personalities.

30 minutes | Gr 1-4

2 hours 38 minutes
Gr 3 - 6

45 minutes | Gr 1-3

3 hours 30 minutes
PreK - 3

1 hour | Gr K-3

3 hours 18 minutes
Gr 3 - 5

3.5 hours | Gr 2 - 4

3.5 hours | Gr 3 - 6
6 hours 20 minutes

5 hours 46 minutes
Gr 3 - 6

3 hours | Gr 2- 5

The unexpected delivery
of a large crate
containing an Antarctic
penguin changes the life
and fortunes of Mr.
Popper, a house painter
obsessed by dreams of
the Polar regions.

Mr Poppers Penguins
~ Atwood

2 hours | Gr 2 - 5

The Boxcar Children
~ Gertrude Warner

Henry, Jessie, Violet,
and Benny Alden
take care of one
another. They have
no parents and no
home . . . until the
night they find the
boxcar.

1 hour 47 minutes
Gr 2-4

When his father brings
home an ailing, newborn
donkey, Louie names the
animal Winslow and
takes care of him, but
everyone, including
Louie's quirky friend Nora,
thinks Winslow is not
going to survive.

Saving Winslow
by Sharon Creech

2.5 hours | Gr 3-6

Finding Langston
~ Lesa Cline-Ransome
Discovering a book of
Langston Hughes' poetry
in the library helps
Langston cope with the
loss of his mother,
relocating from Alabama
to Chicago as part of the
Great Migration, and being
bullied.
2 hours 25 minutes | Gr 4-6

How to Train Your Dragon
~ Cressida Cowell
Chronicles the adventures
and misadventures of
Hiccup Horrendous
Haddock the Third as he
tries to pass the
important initiation test
of his Viking clan.Normal
4 hours 30 minutes | Gr 3-5
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